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February 13, 2020

Hello FPO

experience with WCB is a bright Rne example of
mistreatment. There are serious structural, management and ethical issues at
WCB

Hectoring

is little more

than a closed mind defending a package of unsupported prejudices. What is needed is
for supervisors to stop haranguing long enough to listen, to question, and to learn the
truth. There is no virtue in picking a fight •.• as if fighting makes Their position become
true. Passing off bias and falsehood as fact Mindlessly defending falsehoods does not
serve anyone. Accountability is required.

Truth matters. Facts matter.

Opinions are simply the end product of a process of judgement.
This process can be no bett�r than the facts we feed in
but it can be a whole lot worse. ( and is}
Falsehoods cannot be allowed to to be determinative. They must be called out. Mis
conduct must be called out.
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Garbage in - garbage out.

We can do without those who insist that they alone have a monopoly on the truth.
Where "talking points" replace the facts. If Customer Service were to more discrimi
nately examine the facts we would have a far healthier discourse.-·fites are full of
opinions, fabrications, falsehoods, and outright lies 1hat were produced with the ex
press stated gurgose of denying benefits. The falsehoods are recycled. This must
stop. The record must be corrected. There must be a coarse correction at customer
service (an oxymoron if there ever was one).
ignificant personnel Issues. Fairness is the product of probity,
transparency, and reason.

Suggestion; Ethics

Fealty to the principals of "but for", "more likely than n ot" and "benefit of the doubt" as
enshrined in WCB legislation.
Fealty to the principal of GOOD FAITH
Fealty to the LAW and the rules of evidence.
KNEW OR OUGHT TO HAVE KNOWN OF THE FALSEHOOD

fn the same context
SELF DELUSION IS NOT AN EXCUSE

All decisions must find a basis in lawful Behaviour and reasonableness.
Any scheme or action is "unlawful" if someone is harmed. (Osler J.}
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Blind �ye Knowledge:

Is defined as avoiding acknowledgement of obvious facts because they know that if
they acknowledge the truth it would destroy the argument they wish to pursue.
A house of cards can not withstand the cross current of truth.
Pretending to believe and actioning a known falsehood (see above) to the detriment of
Misrepresentation has no place in a WCB context. It is not OK. It is not a
"victimless crime". You cannot lie to get what you want.

There is no accountability re: Med Services:

almost nobody is afforded the benefit of a medical panel instead CM gets
an 'in-house" Dr. To foist an opinion on the unsuspecting IW.
Pure unadulterated larceny! Prevarication on demand as can be clearly
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Qualified practitioners have debunked the nonsense but the falsehoods are recycled
regardless. The record must be corrected to protect -om this harmful practice.
No input Is allowed. No criticism is allowed. Med services has been weaponizedf
Prqbity, Transparency, accountability, are a must. If WCB will not self - police then the
COURTS (ACQB) (please see recommendation #56) must be called upon.
Lying and fabrication cannot be tolerated.

Suggestion; PROBITY
Probity can be accomplished by using a Medical Audit Consultancy as most Alberta
Physician Practices do. The key issue is if the Dr. cadre used by WCB can demonstrate
an 11 unbiasedn outcome stream under statistical and independent outside medical
scrutiny.
I think you already know what the people of Alberta think! They think WCB doctors lie!
Sodowe.
It is difficult for us to understand how a public institution could turn a Blind eye to this
egregious conduct. It is difficult for us to understand how WCB staff morally or ethically
justify this behaviour, individually or collectively, nor institutionatly.
We hear from many others who's lives have
been ruined. It is the antithesis of the Merideth principal. It is bad faith.

IW are already victims.
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Suggestion; Case Conferencing
The review commission has recommended that a "case conferencing" model be
adopted where the WCB medical cadre is diligent!� engaged in finding ways to
improve patients health and better methods to assist treating physicians. Not
colluding with those who seek to do harm.
Our request to you is to institute a case conferencing model for all issues where Com�
munication, consensus, Concern are the hallmarks.
The practice of supervisors reflexively defending the CM "position" without any critical
thinking and without any effort to verify the facts is unworkable. This amounts to noth
ing more than jingoism. The standard ruse is to say they have followed some "proce
dure" but then do nothing to resolve the problems. Every effort is made to put up "fire
walls" to protect the CM "position". The IW's interest is nowhere to be found. This
seems like a siege mentality. Case conferencing in good faith will fix this as long as
-health and well being is the goal. The firewalls must be broken down to restore
fairness.
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Suggestion: Sunlight is the best disinfectant
In conversation with multiple people it appears that one of the problem areas involves
the "case assistants" or "medial assistants" that prepare a outUne for ratification by the
in house Ors., CMs, PCI Speciali�ts etc. No contact with IW/rep is allowed. No input is
allowed. No transparency. No accountability. These are highly prejudicial. This is where
the bias begins. Where t�e "cherry picking" of misinformation occurs. Mis-representa
tion is the hallmark of this group. We must have access at this level. It cannot go on in
secrecy without any balance.
Suggestion: Payment cut-off must be abolished
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Suggestion: equal "real time access" to the "file"

CM control all the Input to the file and only record their revision of events. Even when
we submit emails, medical documents, X-rays, MRls, Dr. Comments etc. they are hid
den away in email accounts and do not form part of the file in real time. Even when a

supervisor looks at the file they see no "context " they see no responses and only the
one sided self serving view the CM wants to portray. FAIRNESS????

We need to be able to post commentary to rebut and post rebuttal evidence to the file
in real time so it can receive equal consideration.
Suggestion: Operational changes

Managers and supervisors reflexively defend CM in every way regardless of subject
matter or lssue, and despite facts t hat would advise to the contrary. Barriers are then
generated to preclude resolution of problems. This creates an accountability free
zone where lW interests are of no consequence. CM are emboldened to ten any fib or
take any bogus position that bolsters their case and ignore al! else. This pattern of mis-

behaviour has been repeated again and again

here must be operational

and personnel changes to ensure that "Good Faith'' is the guiding principle.
IW pose no threat to WCB. A l ack of integrity is the risk to WCB.
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Hectoring must end
IW is not allowed Input and is simply browbeaten into submission

Due process demands that we have meaningful conversations on every issue • at
all levels, and at all times. Unaccountably. secrecy. duplicity are yn@cceptable.

Ibis means wc;b must change not usl we have done nothing wrong!
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January 31, 2021

vVeaponizatio of
Me a1 Cadre
Svsternatic Abuse

In all but the simplest of cases Injured Workers are compelled to submit to examinations by
a Cadre of WCB medical hacks.
Many of these practitioners are not community physicians in the normal sense. Some have
no normal clinical medical practice and see no patients but offer their services to insurance
companies and ,,vcB to produce oppositional medical opinions. Some are start-ups, some have
minimal or struggling practices and supplement their income by accepting (fee for service)
assignments from WCB. Only those that can be depended upon to produce results "helpful" to
CM/WCB get return business. This is not a search for the truth it is an opposition research
scheme in the most pejorative sense. Follow the money! Paid liars? W hy would WCB hire
someone to lie for them? Fundamental dishonesty! The WCB talking points is that this cadre are
"specialists". They are. They are specialists in lying!

There was never any doubt that he would fnd fault with IW That is what
he was paid to do!
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Does anyone honestly believe that these practices are fair? would
a reasonable person in the community think so? We think not!

WCB hires medical consultants to do "medical file reviews". These are undertaken without
ever examining the IW They are undertaken not with the intent to improve patient care or well
being. They are undertaken with the intent to find fault. To find an excuse to nullify the benefits.
They are prejudicial, they bear no semblance to truth nor to fair comment! We are not allowed
to correct the record or debunk the falsehoods they produce. A fair practice?? Albertans think
not! It is in fact larceny!

have the unreliable nonsense expunged so that decisions can be based facts.
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- does not follow the Alberta Guide

I just makes up some number (low) to see if I

can "get away with it"(fraud?) Many of the rationals - offered are provably false. Without
meaningful oversight it just gets worse and worse.

■ goes unchallenged because WCB likes it

that way ... it cheats the injured worker and then the CM/CO claims it's not "my fault". There
needs to be oversight processes to insure probity. Without a meaningful way to hold the
apparatchiks responsible things will not get any better. There must be reform.
WCB medical personnel need to be re-tasked to help improve medical care for Injured
Workers. They need to be diligently involved in IW recovery and quality of life (such as may be
possible for the severely disabled). Not tasked to do harm.

■

WCB Med. Services has never done anything helpful to
and well being. All of their "efforts" have been focused on doing

■

Heath

harm! The

contempt for the suffering of the severely injured at WCB is stunningly apparent at all levels.
attitudes at

Why is it tolerated?

WCB that must change. We agree. IWs are not the enemy. A lack of integrity at WCB is the
problem!
WCB Co/Cm demand that treating Doctors divulge medical records to WCB including
chart notes etc. This is not done to assist in the treatment needs but as a device of oppression.
The medical records thus obtained become essentially "public" (the most intimate details of
someone's life, most of which has nothing to do with the workplace injury sustained) Employers
have access, employers consultants have access, everyone at WCB has access, anyone can
screenshot the fle and distribute the info for any purpose.
this is out of control ... It must change.
\i\TCB thinks rules are only to be observed when it is to their advantage and ignored or subverted
when not to their advantage. This is an organization with-out an ethical base!
Fair Practice reform must include a makeover of Medical Services. The new version must
be focused on the patient's needs and protection. Not one focused on entitlement nullification.
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- wants to cast us as wrong-doers rather than examine their own obvious ethical
s o comings and deflect/divert attention from their own misconduct. The Lying!!!
The only goal of these ad hominem attacks is to establish dominance, to see to it that we
are frightened, demoralized, delegitimized, defeated, and give up.
Retribution plain and simple.
Malice plain and simple.
The principal of "good faith" is especially relevant in this situation because all discretionary
power resides with the CM/CO. There is an enormous power imbalance. We have no way to
even the bar. W hen ever we try to show facts, we are ignored. Stonewalled. Abuse of
discretionary power to penalize or deny benbfits is unacceptable. We are solely dependant on
fixed income ... another cut off would be de�astating. Unconscionable conduct!
Would a "reasonable person" knowing all the facts do such a thing?
We think not!

As a matter of administrative law all actions must pass the reasonableness test. While
ion may allow an enforcement action; that does not allow its' indiscriminate use!
-circumstances do not warrant and, never have warranted, this abusive behaviour.
No reasonable person would conclude otherwise.
FPO must corral the abusive behaviour! We must have peace of mind!
The principal of "good faith" must be the standard.
I believe this issue is an out growth of a practice that We find particularly tro ng. That is
every two or three years they come around with new bunch ways to abuse-. In many
cases they have not yet resolved the ones from the previous cycle of abus�ost inevitably
ullshit.
they attempt to recycle the same old falsehoods. Each time we must re figh

parlour game of "telephone" ... a "witch hunt". Only commentary
favourable to WCB desired position is allowed ... lies and nonsense included. An un-fair
practice
If any review is to be undertaken the process should be as per recommendation #46 of the
Review Commission. A "case conference model" where we are included and consensus is the
only acceptable outcome ... anything else is just bullying.
FPO needs to man up for. Change the unfair practices.

APPENDIX
We want to be involved in
s the terror we have been put
through better than us. Nobody knows these files the way we do. We know where they have
transgressed the policies, the practices, the legislation, the principals, and the law.
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We will supply the "chapter and verse". We have over 4000 pages of proof!
The brutality of Customer Service conduct cannot be overlooked. - delicate emotional
state is not taken into account. WCB Must ac
esponsibHity f�wn mis behaviour, in
particular the dis honest characterizations of.disabilities. In the WCB context, calling
us than the lying in the first place.
out an apparatchik for lying, is seen as more
As the FPO name implies fairness in practice must be exhibited by the way WCB personnel
apply ethical standards to themselves and by their actions...by how they treat IW!
- is an injured worker ... -already a victim of circumstances.should not be further
�ized by WCB apparat�·here is a significant moral/ethical
l difference between
accidental misadventure and deliberate, malicious, victimization and oppression.
WCB apparatchiks display a hubristic " I can do no wrong " attitude.
When they should bring a "do no harm" attitude.

to the letter I copied you on
ureaucratic bitch slap.
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"lt is incumbent on WCB to assess all of-claims in their totality
-in terms of-ongoing abilities and impairments and assess causative
�current condition and the injuries- sustained since •. "
Quote

Correctly defines WCB obligation.

After weeks of delay, rather than the medical/ case conference that had been
promised. We were subjected to a two hour, one sided, "beat down" We were denied the opportunity to present the facts
and no discussion of the facts took placel We had prepared a 24 section disc_ussion
document but were not allowed to get past the first section. This was not a "good
faith" effort to resolve problems as had been promised to us.

They do not want an open discussion of the facts because they know they would lose!
Webster defines lie: to create a false or misleading impression

This is nonsense. A Falsehood!

APPENDIX

Not by the parsing of words or sentences and
certainly not by consideration of the facts presented nor of the document as a whole.
It is a lame attempt at misdirection. The old switcheroo!
This represents, at best, a fraudulent/negligent misstatement of the facts material to Case. Phonev araumentation is not evidence! What is manifestly clear is that there is �
evidence of

Anv performance metric(s) must be based as of that date (0 % & 0 %} as evidenced
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Words matter. Facts matter. The truth matters.

By definition a lie.

To quote WCB statement of ethics:
"would a reasonable person in the community, having knowledge of all the
facts , consider that you have acted fairly, honourably and rationally?"
We think not!

The lying must stop!

APPENDIX
You have refused to hold-to the ethical standard required under WCB's own
policies and legislation.
Legislation enshrines the notion of "more likely than not".

Legislation enshrines the concept that "close calls resolve to the benefit of the IW"
this is to guide in resolving issues where uncertainty exists.

Why would WCB stoop to lying, to protect a position that is, in the big picture of
things, moot anyway.

In terms of metrics these are fully
overlapping. WCB policy "arises out of" is applicable to both parts! Facts matter!

themselves ···

111 worth of facts. (ipso facto)

- The facts speak for

Again, what is so important to WCB that.would lie, would recycle known
falsehoods. The surgeons don't care what-says. They base treatment decisions
on the medical facts not.spin! Obvious medical investigation not on uninformed,
disingenuous prevarication. On sound medical practice not spurious, nutty,
speculation.
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AD HOMINEM ATTACKS
requires a less
Canadian law proscribes "unconscionable" conduct. The term unconscionable has a
greatly amplified significance when applied in a mental heath context such as
. In this context it is incumbent on WCB to
act selflessly and behave like a fiduciary to protect .fragile condition. -seems
incapable of this level of empathy or even of lawful behaviour.

Reckless endangerment is unacceptable.
In particular cutting-off. funding is the ultimate. There is no justification or
rationalization for doing so under any circumstance. It is very harmful to. It
impairs. health, -treatment, and. well being.
The threatening behaviour must end!!!!!
for over a decade
Having been subjected to several of
and we are acutely aware (perhaps uniquely) of.proclivity for threatening language
in nearly all of the written and verbal responses. We have been through numerous
appeals (we won them all) that were the result of-bullying, .recklessly
aggressive and lawless behaviours.

.. has been cut off more times than we can (reliably) count. The fact .. is still
here is proof they were all just bad behaviour from WCB apparatchiks.

llllldeserves better than a never ending series of ad hominem attacks.
All injured workers are entitled to fair and reasonable treatment. It is your duty to
see to it that .gets fair treatment. It is your duty to hold those who lie responsible!
When you allow people in your charge to misrepresent the truth the entire
organization's credibility and legitimacy is forfeit ... including your own.
The truth matters.
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June 1, 2019

Prevaric
The direct product of the prevarication is denial of Medical
Services

HelloThe approach taken by
commentary that will justify nullification of the benefits

■

is to comb fles in search of
should properly receive. All

commentary that supports - is ignored and only those items that can be "spun" to the case
manager's advantage are used. \\Then we point out the truth it is dismissed as "a difference of
opinion". Facts Matter - Truth matters
When we bring hard evidence that supports

just escalates the

■

prevarication. They claim we just "do not understand" that we "need more information" and
they then proceed on the basis of the falsehoods. \!\Then the facts do not support team
positions they claim policy or procedural reasons for not doing the "right thing".

In the WCB context Prevarication is not a "victimless crime" and the failure of
supervisions to step in to correct this reckless and dangerous behaviour should be seen by the
WCB board as intolerable. IWs are Real people with Real medical needs and they are at Risk.
- is a Real person with Real medical needs, - is at risk. This is unconscionable
behaviour deserving of sanction.
As you know, - we Specifically presented a printout of the

APPENDIX

■

It is important to note that the direct product of the prevarication is that- has
been denied medical treatment. -has suffered harm,

suffering has been prolonged

and the damage to-has been intensified. The prevarication was used to deny-access to
the VSC treatment process. This cannot be ignored. It cannot be allowed to continue.
Case manager- refused our many requests to move forward with the surgery that
- badly needs based on his falsehoods. -refused to climb down from these ridiculous

■

positions. The only possible e,-..::planation for maintaining such a ridiculous pose is that CMs know
they will not be held accountable for prevarication. That
can you say cya... cya...cya.

supervisors will "cover for them" ...

We presented a thorough thoughtful point by point critique of the of the
and related process documents. \Ve have been ignored. VVe asked for a "point by point" response.
The response from- was that our "concerns have been copied to the file".
After weeks of requests CM has on Friday agreed re-examine the-by sending it back
to the author and has refused to submit our critique. This is unacceptable and unethical.
Facts matter - Truth matters. The prevarication must stop!
One of the baseline principals of "DUE PROCESS" is an opportunity to directly
confront the accuser.
In the WCB context PNs must be permitted to confront the Medical cadres directly.
Question their "opinions" present exculpatory evidence, present facts, debunk mis-conceptions
unfiltered. Only by exposing the prevarication and identifying who is culpable can fairness be
restored. The system has been corrupted. There is no accountability;
Does prevarication promote fairness?

Fairness to Whom.?
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-I am reminded of an old bumper sticker "eat Alberta sheep 10,000 coyotes can't be
wrong" while I understand you guys do not want to give up the IME weapon ... the people of
Alberta (at least 10,000) are aware the process has been corrupted and are demanding that these
practices stop! It is board members that must stand tall. For- and for all Injured Workers.
An "insurance model" is inappropriate for WCB. For the most part insurance deals with
monetarily defined items ... chattels ... crushed fenders, broken wheels, broken glass, missing stuff,
burnt stuff, etc. \VCB employers contribute to a pool so as to reduce the monetary risk to any
one of them from an expensive mis-adventure. They are not paying a premium. They are in it to
ensure their own (business) survival. They are not in it to ensure the survival of the IW.

The "Meredith principal" is to separate the monetary interests of the employer from the
care of the injured. WCB as an organization has a fiduciary duty to IWs no one else.

As community members all workers are engaged in contributing to the overall good of
society. Some face more vocational risk than others but all contribute to the same "whole" none
the less. Parsing premium rates in the context of an individual case file is absurd.
Particularly those in public Service are faced with "picking up the pieces" in perhaps
unfortunate, difficult, and dangerous circumstances so that other community members "don't
have to". The devotion to serving the community places these people "at risk" in every

expression of the term. They deal selflessly with the "mud and the blood and the trauma" they
deal with the "fear and the emotion" of everyone involved every day ... they own it. They bear
it away ... they bear the cost personally when "shit happens"
Shit happens! bitten, beat, scratched,
punched, butted, berated, abused. She bears the price still.
It is the duty of WCB- bear away
do so then re-assign the fle.

■

problems. If they are unable or unwilling to
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acks & Threat to Economic Safety
The issue of the tax reoorts has been talked about for nearlv a decade

As a matter of law the "prior performance" of abeyance legally precludes WCB's current
unconscionable threats. {capricious application)( arbitrary application without predicate)
o get a good faith compromise we offered to send in
in exchange for good faith recognition of the obviou
nd that that is the, nearly decade long, standing (WCB)
As a matter of administrative law all actions must pass the reasonableness test. White
ion may allow an enforcement action; that does not allow its' indiscriminate use!
-circumstances do not warrant and, never have warranted, this abusive behaviour.
just want to show us "who's boss"! That we must comply with their wishes
hings and
u ey o no ave to comply w
rs. Tha we must comply with.versio
if we don't ... we will be cut off! .said. had"
"all the
red the th
to cut
of "c
nesslliffl"guilt".•knows it is warra!'M
.
knows it is warranted an
mitted • knows it i
gus.
n •
•• • •
I
issue with
on the telephone
hung �n me.

■

■

This is extortion! It is an un-fair practice.

•just wants to cast us as wrong-doers rather than examine their own obvious ethical
rt comings and deflect/divert attention from their own misconduct.
The only goal of these ad hominem attacks is to establish dominance, to see to it that we
are frightened, demoralized, delegitimized, defeated, and give up.
Retribution plain and simple.
Malice plain and simple.

The principal of "good faith" is especially relevant in this situation because all discretionary
power resides with the CM/CO. There is an enormous power imbalance. We have no way to
even the bar. When ever we try to show facts, we are ignored. Stonewalled. Abuse of
discretionary power to penalize or deny benefits is unacceptable. We are solely dependant on
fixed income ... another cut off would be devastating. Unconscionable conduct!
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The principal of "good faith" must be the standard. In Can
the legal principal of good
faith proscribes "excessive self interest" as displayed by-.
Would a "reasonable person" knowing all the facts do such a thing?
We think not!
You must corral the abusive behaviour at

■

We must have peace of mind!

I believe this issue is an out growth of a practice that We find particularly tro
ng. That is
every two or three years they come around with new bunch ways to abuse-. In many
cases they have not yet resolved the ones from the previous cycle of abus"""1ost inevitably
they attempt to recycle the same old falsehoods. Each time we must re figh
ullshit.

he old parlour game of "telephone" ... a "witch hunt".
Only commentary favourable to WCB desired position is allowed. An un-fair practice
If any review is to be undertaken the process should be a "case conference model" where we
are included and consensus is the only acceptable outcome ... anything else is just bullying.
WCB needs to man up for •. Change the unfair practices.
The brutality of Customer Service conduct cannot be overlooked. - delicate emotional
state is not taken into account. WCB Must ac
esponsibility f�wn mis behaviour, in
particular the dis honest characterizations of- disabilities and the causation of same.
In the WCB context, calling out an apparatchik for lying, is seen as more egregious than the
lying in the first place.
As the FPO name implies fairness in practice must be exhibited by the way WCB personnel
apply ethical standards to themselves and by their actions... by how they treat IW!
•is an injured worker ...•is already a victim of circumstances.should not be further
ized by WCB apparat
. There is a significant moral/ethical
I difference between
accidental misadventure and deliberate, malicious, victimization and oppression.
WCB apparatchiks display a hubristic " I can do no wrong " attitude.
When they should bring a "do no harm" attitude.

to the letter I copied you on
ureaucratic bitch slap.
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Hello
Please provide us with a copy of the "policy/procedure to which you refer in your
I believe this email should be shared with WCB HR please provide the contact inf
You asked for comments:

unlawful conduct
lack of engagement and neglect
not responsive
mis-information & dissembling
omission
fabrication & falsification
bad faith

■

Lack of Candor

does not care about truth. T he only thing that m ers
is thatlwins. That we are
ated, delegitim
dominated and give up. To-...-- life an eath is just a
contest of "spin". -needs a CM who cares for fflee .
does not.

•feels free to take any ridiculous position that comes to mind and is untroubled by FACTS
t would advise to the contrary.

■

Even when we bring hard evidence that supports our position, illuminates the truth and is
presented it in a reasonable manner, it is dismissed as a difference of "opinion" i.e.
opinion
is always right and we are always wrong not withstanding the evidence.
To use an old cliche "none are so blind as those who will not see"

■

seems untroubled bv mis representing the truth if it makes- look better, covers.
takes, or advances
"spin". Facts matter Truth matters�hy do you tolerate t 1s.
- you yourself were a witness to this at the- Meeting.

I II

When confronted with
quickly tried to blame
not say what
claime

■

Why should
to honesty.

bvious sehoodsl was pushing on the
when.as fore to admit that PAGE
ey sai� did not acknowledge or own tHe

■

tolerate this? Why d ou tolerate it?.was not be
is entitled to truth. -is entitled to
sparency.

lidedid

candid!JI is entitled
is entitl
care.

1s factually wrong on
you are a witness to this chicanery.
fruth matters Facts matter.

immune to the
We must have a case manager that is persuadable by the facts. One that
pond to�ecls without
truth. One that is witling to put in the effort to understand a
animus. T his ought to be a collaborative effort to improve-life and �needs not a
"seek and destroy mission"
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■

Lack of Empathy

We have to stop waiting for
empathy-desperate condition deserves ... but
c�mes, for the respect that-never o� the consideration and compromise
brings.

t never
never

We press on in good faith holding out hope for "someday better" but are met with hostility,
dishonesty, deceitfulness and filibuster.
We need a new Case manager. One that will sustain an engagement on the issues ... all of
them ... and work through the misconceptions in good faith without pre bias. Without a
commitment to good faith and compromise there is no point.
It is seriously concerning that- has not been held responsible fo
any mis
representations and falsehoo'""e believe it is your duty to do so -

It is my life experience that there are certain individuals who like to have dominance over
nity to do that. lnju
others. They tend to gravitate to positions where they have an op
workers are already victims th should not be further abused as . is being abused. injury makes it impossible for-to deal with contention even in
ackground.

FRAUD AND COLLUSION
from
Pretending that.is getting a FAIR sh
system will eve
provide justice for•.

■

is delusional. We trust that the legal

The legal test is "knew or ought to have known" of the falsehoods. Please note that
"self delusion " is not a defence either. For any of you.

Lack of Response

■

The moral impera
urgent attention.

■

here is to savellll • life,-• well being, is in need of
is at risk. Prom�reffleed�ilffl'needed not filibustering.

I

In -world ou
int of view is not even worthy of a response Too much bother. If we dane
to�out th • is the victim of this filibust ing and delay
just repeats the "spin" and
tells us what
is entitled" to do to us ... what
is "entitled" to aemand of us ...

I

All so called responses are just "mansplaining" Only those items that are supportive ofl
dishonest view are included and
omits all else, the constant refrain is that we have one
something wrong. The tacticJ employs is that we are "asking for inform on" that.opinion
is perfect "we just do not un stand" maybe some lame nonsense that
embellis
a little
will make us go away.

The only
threat to

■

I

■

ng we have done wrong is to trust WCB.• is not a threat to WCB.
(health)

■

■

is a

WCB HR needs to review-conduct. It is in my view a flaw of personality. So uncaring of
the damage to others as t�nsuite
is job. Such disregard the truth. Such
callousness and a cruel disregard for-feelings, health, and
well being. Contempt for
those with mental health issues shou�dis qualifier.

APPENDIX

LACK OF ENGAGEMENT

. The refusal to answer emails is clear evidence o e disingenuous
tactics. It is clear to me that on many occasions during tele one calls.had not even
reviewed the subject material and was grasping at straws.•was not
ersant with the
material, the concepts, nor the issues, and accordingly inc
ble of reasonable responses.
Hello!!!!

NEGLECT
s. • is fo se
y on doing us harm. (the predecessor C
missed.) lfllfflkes- months to process the simplest of tasks like
these were handll!\,ithin days before.

APPENDIX
Daisy Chain of Deceit (part one)

Misrepresentation of Facts Material to-File.
The whopper of all whoppers! The original sin!

This statement is completely false! Fabrication and Misrepresentation of the truth!

statement then what medical documentation can you
If you disagree with
nclusion? What are the facts that advise. What evidence
present in support
do you have that your "interpretation" should supplant that of
and the other
treating Ors. and surgeons. {CM has no medical expertise)
Given the enormous amount of evidence available that debunks CM/CO position It cannot be
allowed to be determinative. (policy more likely than not applies here)
We contacted
become "=e=st�r�-----
evidence of problematic behaviours (falseho
We had obtained a disc copy of the original
were ignored!

....That chicken has come home to roost! ...
The reputation and/or hurt feelings at WCB- is not more important than-life.

APPENDIX
As- has illuminated the Duty to- is not that they have
"co�singenuous word parsing) b�ve "gotten it right". It is
insufficient to produce "argumentation". Supervisory personnel must ensure that Ev nee (in
the empirical sense) is basis of the decision making. In this regard they have failed .• pays
the price. It is not a victimless crime.
Protecting CM/CO from criticism to the detriment of IW-is unacceptable and excessive
self interest.

Applied the Incorrect policy re: Combining Cases
f fa�t. There was nothing wrong with-before the accepted_
claims.

■

"Arises out of" is the correct policy choice.• failed to follow t

because of th
ut because it would
consistent with
existence of- elements. (a daisy chain of deceit)
d (from-file) a copy of the
ctor identifies the
- wher

appropriate policy not
perfidious position on the

. - - ..

-

upport" the falsehoods about--.
es" �ome
met with "Med
esponse from_.
has never met or
examined IW. ever) this is just prevarication on eman w1 no asis in fact! No
evidence! ( a careful reading of the product from Med Services is not very supportive anyway)

We challenged- about the veracity of this lame effort and were told if we
don't like it ...� the College of Physicians and Surgeons (CPS) ... we did.
Rather than face a "lack of candor" investigation from CPS ···- recused
from the file.

APPENDIX

But-keep on claiming that the-was correctly decided".

BULLSHIT!

�w the correct process(s). The required process is for the WCB Dr. To contact
- (the treating physician) and discuss any differences of opinion they may have.
It did not take place! (despite many emails etc. committing to do so)
- avoided this required process because the
w their position was
�ew that there was no evidence to support- perfidious proposition.

■

We sent- a list of straight "yes and no" questions for Med Services that would
illustrate�ut were ignored. It did not happen! It did not happen because
knew
that answering the questions we presented would illuminate the falsehoods.

v1 ence.
•=•�
.
st
- Evidence ... not perfidious spec
You will find a copy of a letter to WCB from - that carefully delineates the
medical facts. It contains the following stat-

-

WCB Meeting-

APPENDIX

March 05,2019

Meeting Notes

Thank you for meeting with me

I look forward to resolving the many issues presented by this file in the collabo

■

rative manner you agreed should be in place. I must remind you that "non - collabora
tive" is the current state of affairs where CM•• managers

and medical staff

just go ahead and do as they please forcing us into appeals if we don't like it. This

■

behaviour must stop! -has been abused in this manner over and over and over
again.

■

benefits have been cut-off countless times, forced to do appeals ( all of

which we won) and

■

has been damaged emotionally and financially.•suffers ex

ceptional pain constantly.

is at risk!

You agreed that WCB must abide by "the duty of good faith". We discussed the
fact that these principles "trump" WCB practices, policies, guidance, etc. Most im
portantly any action that "substantially nullifies" the expectations or the entitlements

■

■

are unacceptable. In-case (WCB) duty is that of a fiduciary ... indeed as a
you have a (personal) duty to see to that and to insure

well being is paramount.

WCB Meeting-

APPENDIX

March 05,2019

We discussed the role of "opposition research" as I termed it. This conduct rep
resents the "rotten apple" in ALL WCB files. The WCB medical dept. has been corrupt
ed so as to produce rationalizations and justifications for nullifying the benefits Alberta
workers expect and DESERVE... plausible deniability ... in the most pejorative sense.
WCB seeks medical records etc. not to enhance the quality of treatment for in
jured workers but to do them harm. WCB should at the very least observe the the ten
ants of the "hippocratic oath" ... do no harm. No benefit derives to injured workers from
the medical dept. these are by definition "bad faith" activities. If we will not "drink the
kool aid" then the enforcers are brought in. If there is no flaw to exploit they fabricate a
rational ... Unconscionable.
You said you could not track the performance of the Medical department. It is
common for medical practices to engage medical audit companies to review patient
files so as to ensure medical probity. A
audit. A

lost

■

practice undertook such an
position as a result ... when it was found

I

had not ever dissented from WCB. The audit company termed it "statistically unlikely"
A collaborative process as envisioned cannot flourish without a complete re
make of the medical department. The operational bias is the functional antithesis of
enhancing treatment. WCB medical people should be earnestly engaged in finding
and/or providing better treatment(s) for injured workers. Not tasked to generate con
tention where none exists. In -Case simple straight forward truth has been sup
planted by falsehoods. WCB paid medical people have been tasked as a tool of nullifi
cation.

WCB Meeting-

APPENDIX

A fresh start must resolve once and forever the

March 05,2019
continuum and re-

nounce, seal or expunge the false notions of non - work related issues. As we dis
cussed all issues should be resolved quickly and comprehensively as per Recommen
dation #46. The current difficulties clearly illustrates the folly of allowing unresolved is
sues to fester for a decade.

Thanks,

Revised for meeting 24 Feb 2020

APPENDIX

"It is incumbent on WCB to assess all of-claims in their totalityin terms of- ongoing abilities and impairments and assess causative
links between.current condition and the injuries- sustained since •. "
Correctly defines WCB obligation.

Quote from

We contacted you by phone and asked for your participation as had been promised by
had promised us the
. You refused to attend.
attendance of a Medical Services representative and the attendance of the director
responsible for
It did not happen! In fact we got nothing of what was promised at
all! The intention of moving to- was to facilitate a "fresh eyes" "face to face"
discussion (nearer to our home) of the facts with responsible supervisors in place to
resolve the issues plaguing-file(s).

■.

After weeks of delay, rather than the medical/ case conference that had been
promised. We were subjected to a two hour, one sided, "beat down" We were denied the opportunity to present the facts
and no discussion of the facts took place! We had prepared a 24 section discussion
document but were not allowed to get past the first section. This was not a "good
faith" effort to resolve problems as had been promised to us.

They do not want an open discussion of the facts because they know they would lose!

Webster defines lie : to create a false or misleading impression

This is nonsense. A Falsehood!

APPENDIX

Not by the parsing of words or sentences and
certainly not by consideration of the facts presented nor of the document as a whole.
It is a lame attempt at misdirection. The old switcheroo!
This represents, at best, a fraudulent/negligent misstatement of the facts material to_
Case. Phonev araumentation is not evidence! What is manifestly clear is that there is �
evidence of

Any performance metric(s) must be based as of that date (0 % & 0 %) as evidenced

APPENDIX

Words matter. Facts matter. The truth matters .

By definition a lie.

To quote WCB statement of ethics:
"would a reasonable person in the community, having knowledge of all the
facts , consider that you have acted fairly, honourably and rationally?"
We think not!

The lying must stop!

APPENDIX
You have refused to hold- to the ethical standard required under WCB's own
policies and legislation.
Legislation enshrines the notion of "more likely than not".

legislation enshrines the concept that "dose calls resolve to the benefit of the IW"
this is to guide in resolving issues where uncertainty exists.

Why would WCB stoop to lying, to protect a position that is, in the big picture of
things, moot anyway.

In terms of metrics these are fully
overlapping. WCB policy "arises out of" is applicable to both parts! Facts matter!

themselves ... -worth of facts. (ipso facto)

■

The facts speak for

Again, what is so important to WCB that
would lie, would recycle known
falsehoods. The surgeons don't care what- says. They base treatment decisions
on the medical facts not.spin! Obvious medical investigation not on uninformed,
disingenuous prevarication. On sound medical practice not spurious, nutty,
speculation.

APPENDIX
AD HOMINEM ATTACKS
requires a less
Canadian law proscribes "unconscionable" conduct. The term unconscionable has a
greatly amplified significance when applied in a mental heath context such as
In this context it is incumbent on WCB to
act selflessly and behave like a fiduciary to protect.fragile condition.•seems
incapable of this level of empathy or even of lawful behaviour.
Reckless endangerment is unacceptable.
In particular cutting-off. funding is the ultimate. There is no justification or
rationalization for doing so under any circumstance. It is very harmful to. It
impairs.health, .treatment, and
well being.

■

The threatening behaviour must end!!!!!

■

for over a decade
Having been subjected to several of
and we are acutely aware (perhaps uniquely) of
proclivity for threatening language
in nearly all of the written and verbal responses. We have been through numerous
appeals (we won them all) that were the result of- bullying, .recklessly
aggressive and lawless behaviours.

-has been cut off more times than we can (reliably) count. The fact- is still
here is proof they were all just bad behaviour from WCB apparatchiks.
-deserves better than a never ending series of ad hominem attacks.
All injured workers are entitled to fair and reasonable treatment. It is your duty to
see to it that. gets fair treatment. It is your duty to hold those who lie responsible!
When you allow people in your charge to misrepresent the truth the entire
organization's credibility and legitimacy is forfeit ... including your own.
The truth matters.

APPENDIX
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November 23/2020

experience with WCB is a bright line example of
mistreatment. There are serious structural, management and ethical issues at
WCB

Hectoring

is little more than

a closed mind defending a package of unsupported prejudices. What is needed is for
supervisors to stop haranguing long enough to listen, to question, and to learn the
truth. There is no virtue in picking a fight ... as if fighting makes Their position become
true. Passing off bias and falsehood as fact. Mindlessly defending falsehoods does not
serve anyone. Accountability is required.

Truth matters. Facts matter.

Opinions are simply the end product of a process of judgement.
This process can be no better than the facts we feed in
but it can be a whole tot worse. ( and is )
Falsehoods cannot be allowed to to be determinative. They must be called out. Mis
conduct must be called out.

Garbage in - garbage out.

APPENDIX
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Is defined as avoiding acknowledgement of obvious facts because they know that if
they acknowledge the truth it would destroy the argument they wish to pursue.
A house of cards can not withstand the cross current of truth.
Pretending to believe and actioning a known falsehood to the detriment of IW
Misrepresentation has no place in a WCB context. It is not OK. It is not a "victimless
crime". You cannot lie to get what you want.

There is no accountability re: Med Services:
almost nobody is afforded the benefit of a medical panel instead CM gets
an 'in-house" Dr. To foist an opinion on the unsuspecting IW.
Pure unadulterated larceny! Prevarication on demand as can be clearly
seen, repeatedly,

Please note

Qualified practitioners have debunked the nonsense but the falsehoods are recycled
regardless. The record must be corrected to protect-from this harmful practice.

APPENDIX
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Suggestion; Case Conferencing
The WCB review commission has recommended (#46 attached) that a "case con
ferencing" model be adopted where the WCB medical cadre is diligently engaged
in finding ways to improve patients health and better methods to assist treating
physicians. Not colluding with those who seek to do harm and deny benefits
The original intent of "WCB" is care for the wounded! Not lie to get out of it!

Our request to you is to institute a case conferencing model for all issues where Com
munication, consensus, Concern are the hallmarks.
The practice of supervisors to reflexively defending the CM "position" without any criti
cal thinking and without any effort to verify the facts is unworkable. This amounts to
nothing more than jingoism. The standard ruse is to say they have followed some
"procedure" but then do nothing to resolve the problems. Every effort is made to put
up "firewalls" to protect the CM "position". The IW's interest is nowhere to be found.
This seems like a siege mentality. Case conferencing in good faith will fix this as long
as -health and well being is the goal. The firewalls must be broken down to
restore fairness.

Suggestion: Sunlight is the best disinfectant

APPENDIX

Hectoring must end

IW is not allowed input and is simply browbeaten into submission

Due process demands that we have meaningful conversations on every issue • at
all levels. and at all times. Unaccountably. secrecy. duplicity are unacceptable.

This means web must change not us! We have done nothing wrong!
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February 14, 2021

Fair Practice
WCB DOES NOT OBSERVE BASIC PRINCIPALS
OF FAIRNESS AND GOOD FAITH

The duty of Good Faith Conduct applies to all WC:B interaction with Injured Workers ([W).
In the vVCB context all discretionary power is with vVCB.
Ii�ured vVorkcrs have ZERO discretionary power. We cannot walk mvay! \Ve cannot stonewall
for years like \VCB docs. \Ve do not have unlimited resources to fight. We do not control all of
the processes like WCB does.
This imbalance situation imposes on \1VCB a legal obligation to act selflessly and precludes
excessive self interest by WCB. The legal obligation to good faith operates to modif\ and
qualify \VCB's rules in order to produce fairness and natural justice. IW safety and ,vell being
must be the moral and ethical high ground for all at vVCB. Unconscionable and exploitive
actions to nullify benefits are prohibited.
WCB must be persuadable by the facts and must not he im:mune to the truth!
All actions must pass the test of "reasonableness"
Without a commitment to GOOD FAITH CONDUCT there is no fairness!

There are individuals within WCB management like- who have legal training ... so it
is not a matter of "not knowing''. It is a lack of enforcing the rule of law on the apparatchiks in
their charge. Procedurally CO/Gl\f are allowed to concoct a "thesis" and then form around Cor
"support". The administrative duty to the IW is to insure they "get it right" not that they
"fanned around''.
Facts Matter The truth matters.

APPENDIX

NATURAL JUSTICE
Current investigation into bad behaviours by WCB apparatchiks focus solely on case
managernent techniques. The incredibly perverse issue with this process is that it focuses on
whither or not the miscreant has an excuse. The excuse should be viewed as the issue that needs
reform! Rewarding those who do it ,vrong but have a CYA note is dumb. Nobody at WCB is
ever rruly held responsible for the harm they do ... never. HUBRIS
C;\l/CO rnusr be disarmed of the ability to unilaterally cut-off benefits without "clue process"
This process must be a least as onerous as the "appeal process'' we are put through ancljust as
LONG and just as complicated c/w with IW opportunity to oppose.

Office of Appeals Advisor:

Collusion with the Otheraside would get a lawyer disbarred.
It is equally unbecoming in this circumstance
The notion that OAA can pick and choose the cases

WCB wants supported is

nonsense and extremely offensive.

Canarlian law is evolving where there is a un-even field of' play. An imbalance of power and
resources such as exists with vVCB appeals. vVhere all of the discretionary power rests with one
side. ff OAA will not represent then "costs in advance" must be provided so the I\V can properly
do an appeal. (Similar to recommendation #56 of the review commission) This ,vould put an end
to rhe bullying at WC:B. The unfair practice of hectoring IW then saying " if you don't like it
Appeal" or see the ombudsman.
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